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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains

as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,

library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the

world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of

America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute

this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a

reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,

errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be

preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of

the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive

and relevant. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This is a must read for anyone that is interested in knowing the deep history of Christian religion, It

goes all the way back to Just after the flood and brings us up to date on what we do and why. It is

not an easy read and will take some time to work through but it is truly worth the price. I have both a

hard copy and a kindle copy so that I can share with others.

Hislop has thoroughly researched his topic. Tough as it is, it is many times more fascinating.

Backing his conclusions with both sacred and historical sources, Hislop makes a compelling

argument for the identity of the Beast as described in the sacred text of Revelation. It's a source that

this reader will have to reread time and again to completely follow. But, for the time being, I'm

compelled to accept his conclusions based on his expertise.An in-depth understanding of the

world's religions and mythos will be a tremendous help in following and understanding Hislop and

his conclusions.

A must read for all Christians and non Christians living in America. This book gives an unparalleled

account of the history and origin of every holiday known to mankind. The facts based on research

can not be disputed leaving the practice of such holidays totally up to the individual separate from

spiritual beliefs based on Bible facts.

I received a copy of this book from a friend many years ago. I loaned it to a pastor who never

returned it to me. I had heard it was difficult to replace, so I was delighted when I searched for it on .

My original copy was hard cover, but decided to order this soft cover instead. It is in excellant

condition and with print which is easier to read. It is new, perfect condition. I am more than satisfied.

I appreciated the fast delivery and 's vast selection of hard to find books. THE TWO BABYLONS by

Rev. Alexanader Hislop is today controversial, but the Holy Bible states there was coming a time

when people could not endure sound doctrine. Since we depend so completely on our various

denominational leaders to guide us into truth to prepare us for stepping into eternity which will be

eternal and forever, I believe we should give major effort to make certain the TRUTH we are

depending on, is just that, TRUTH. There will be no correcting what we have learned and depended

on after that final breath. We must research for ourselves. I am convinced many do not know the

depth of what our religious stands are This book is worth giving serious research. I also believe the

time is late, and I believe we all should know in depth exactly what our church affiliations believe

and compare them with the Bible especially the New Testament. Wonderful book.



Was not able to see the artworks of the Babylonian gods and goddesses on the Kindle version. I

thought it would be in the back of the book where the verses of Scripture were located. I was so

disappointed that they were not in there.

I purchased this item as a replacement for the copy I used to have. I appreciate seeing the

bibliography and footnotes referencing sources for the assertions made in such a profound work as

this book.This copy is completely devoid of the bibliography, the only references are to scriptures in

the Bible (a great start, but hardly useful in archaeological arguments linking a great grandson of

Noah to the Pope...little teaser there for ya). So, the information all seems to be there, but the proofs

that back it all up are missing. Also, the Index (making it easy to find things in the book again) is

also missing?! And all of the pictures, that used to be placed throughout the book, in larger sizes,

near the text and archaeological information that referred to them; well all of those images were

shrunk to thumbnail size and moved to two pages in the front of the book!This means that the entire

book, save the first two pages, is all just writing; I returned this version to find another earlier copy

that I find to be an easier, and more educational read due to the flow of text, pictures, and reference

material and notes... Here is an example (1959 publishing date I believe), notice the

description...http://www..com/Babylons-Papal-Worship-Proved-Nimrod/dp/B0015LZATO/ref=sr_1_1

0?ie=UTF8&qid=1328179167&sr=8-10

The revelation of the Mysteries. How paganism infiltrated the church and dominated the world. This

book provides essential background that is extremely important for every Christian to be aware of.

From the days of Nimrod to the present the strategy of the enemy to corrupt and enslave the church

is revealed.

Facts that reveals truth, and thus, now liberty (to now discover the TRUE Most HIgh GOD) from the

lies so pervasive; and that keep us confused, hoodwinked, and lost in this paganism called

Christianity (post-Constantine).
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